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I       ,'	be taken into consideration.   They may be chosen of similar
, !       ,i	dimensions  and  like  form, and hung  parallel   in the  bath.
1 j      '	A better  way is to  choose concentric arrangements such as
!       (i	mentioned by Lobl and Tafel.2    These electrodes consist of
I	concentric cylinders between which the electrolysis takes place.
I	It has already been mentioned, in the discussion on the excess
f     , •(	potential phenomenon, in what manner the nature of the- elec-
v      ( !	trode potential is of importance for the potential, leaving out
of the question the changed dimensions.   The evolution of
hydrogen is well-nigh reversible at platinized platinum (0.005
volt excess potential); at bright.(polished) platinum it is already
•?	0.09 volt.    This influence possibly occurs in a similar manner
with,all electrode materials.  Tafel,3 by reducing difficultly re-
I (	ducible substances in sulphuric-acid solution, was able to obtain
if]	good results only at a lead cathode, the surface* of which was
coated with a layer of spongy lead. Such a surface can easily
be prepared by first coating the electrode anodically with a thin
film of lead peroxide and then reducing this cathodically. Sim-
ultaneously a solution of the foreign metals in the surface coat is
brought about by the anodic process and a pure lead surface
' ,	obtained by reduction. Tafel, by a great number of examples,
has likewise demonstrated how important it is to have a pure
cathode. Even traces of impurities can decisively modify the
effect. The simplest supposition is that the velocity of separa-
tion of the discharged ions is catalytically influenced by the traces
of impurities. This assumption agrees best with the experimen-
tal results. Indeed, if the reduction energy is lowered by the
impurities, we must conclude that an accelerated catalytical
action of the hydrogen formation occurs; this agrees with the
.,;'	observation of Tafel. that, with a constant-current source and
i"»	outer resistance, a disturbance of the reduction goes hand in
', 'I	hand with an increase ot the current, or, what is the same
IS	thing, a lowering of the potential difference at the cathode.
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